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The purpose of this study are: l) assess teachers perceptions of school readiness in utilization Information

Communication Technology (lCT), 2) assess constraints of teachers in the use of ICT in learning, and 3) analyze

strategic approaches based on SWOT analysis. This research used descriptive quantitative survey method to identiry

the conditions of schools using SWOT through observation with deep interviews to respondents who selected

according to the criteria. They were entrepreneurship teachers from I I schools in State Vocational High School in

Bekasi City West Java, lndonesia. Data analysis uses content analysis. The result are l) 78,2% ofteachers assessed

that schools already have readiness in the utilization of lCT, 2) 60,5910 of teachers assessed that are still ends in

utilizing ICT, 3) Researchers provide appropriate strategies for schools to prepare for increased teachers competence

in ICT utilization that are Strength-Opportunity (SO), Strength-Threats (ST), Weakness-Opportunity (WO) and

Weakness-Threats (WT) strategy and also providing information and feedback about teacher competence and ICT.

The suggestion based on the respondents criterion, then ICT training is aimed at entrepreneurship leacher of
under$aduate educated female over the age of30 years with working period above 15 years.
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INTRODUCTION
Teacher Competence Test was first held last year 2014 with passing $ade 47 , until now

in 2017 means the government to carry out the Teacher Competence Test has been 4 times,
Teacher Competence Test implemented to measure the competence ofteachers according to their
respective helds. Getting the value of Teacher Competence Test above the compulsory passing
grade, the teachers who get good grades will get reward from the government to become the
priority ofteacher certification through the Covernance Training Programe for those who do not
have the certificate ofeducator. (Education Portal, lndonesia Education Information, July 2017)

Besides through teacher competence test, teachers is considered competent when
successfully graduated qualified students. Teachers are a key element in the overall educational
process, especially at the institutional level. Without education teachers, it is only a slogan
because all forms of policy and program will ultimately be determined by the performance of
those who are at the forefront ofteachers (Surya, 2003).

If examined more in-depth in accordance with the opinion of Surya that the problem of
graduates which means the issue ofeducation, then the main milestone is the teacher, the teacher
should be able to attract the attention of learners to diligent study. Learning needs to be made fun
and creative to make learners interested and active in learning and output of course to improve
the quality of human resources. To create an interactive learning atmosphere should also be
supported by good facilities and infrastructure one of which utilization of Information
C o mmuni c ot ion Te c hnolo g (ICT).

How many teachers have used ICT in their learning? The low ability of teachers in using
ICT is seen from the very few teachers who can operate the computer, at least teachers who can
internet including those who have e-mail, facebook, blogs, and others. Whereas in this era of
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The Concept of Teacher Competence

According to the Law ofthe Republic oflndonesia Number l4 of2005 on Teachers and
Lecturers stated that competence is a set ofknowledge, skills, and behaviors that must be owned,
lived and ruled by a teacher or lecturer in performing the duties of professionalism.

The Regulation of the Minister of National Education of the Republic of Indonesia
Number 16 Year 2007 on Academic Qualification Standards and Competencies Teachers,
pedagogical, personal, professional and social obtained through professional education. The
fourth competency integrated in teacher performance, namely pedagogic competence, personal
competence, social competence and professional competence. Pedagogical competencies include
understanding the teacher to the learner, the design and implementation of learning, evaluation of
learning outcomes, and the development of leamers. Competencies personality that reflects the
personality ofa solid, stable, mature, wise and dignified, becomes role models for students, and
noble. Social competence is the ability of teachers to communicate and interact with students,
fellow teachers, staff, parents, and the community. Professional competence is the mastery of
materials which includes the mastery of curriculum subjects at school and substance of
knowledge.

Defining entrepreneurial competences proved to be particularly challenging because an

agreed structure or common understanding of the topic does not emerge clearly from the
literature. Entrepreneurial competences and competencies are generally seen as important factors
for business groMh. To a large extent, the evidence and initiatives reviewed in the OvEnt study
confirm the elements identified by the 8T2020 Working group(s), but also reveal that attitudes
and skills associated with entrepreneurship as a competence are communication, leadership,
decision making, innovation, responsibility, collaboration, ideas generation, problem-solving,
work independently or autonomy, negotiation and networking. (Ivana Komarkova, 20 l5)

The concept of ICT (Information and Communication Technology)
According to the State Ministry of Research and Technology (Asmani, 201l),

Information and Communication Technology (lCT) or in the English language is known as

information and communication technology, dissemination and presentation of information.

globalization now the use or utilization of technology is very important, given the high use of
technology in a society also reflects the level of education community itself. subject teachers

should be able to apply ICT / ICT which has the advantage of the availability of information
widely, quickly, and precisely, and the ease of learning process and technology support to
facilitate the teaching and leaming process, because the teacher has not applied the full use of
ICT.

Based on the above problems, the researchers want to provide or find a strategy
formulation that can be used schools and teachers to improve the quality of learning as well as

teacher competence using SWOT analysis. Researchers chose to use the SWOT analyst tool to
find a strategy formula because it fits well with the situation and condition ofthe research object
ie state vocational high school. The purpose of this study are: l) assess teachers perceptions of
school readiness in utilization Information Communication Technology (lCT), 2) assess

constraints of teachers in the use of ICT in learning, and 3) analyze strategic approaches based
on SWOT analysis. The real contribution of this research to schools is to provide appropriate
strategies for schools to prepare for increased teacher competence in ICT utilization.



According to Anatta Sannai (Asmani, 2011) information and communication technology is a

medium or tool in obtaining knowl edge between someone to others.
By using ICT the student is expected to be able to nurture creativity. Students with high

creativity will be able to resolve the problem quickly and respond to emerging issues.Thus, the
goal of ICT will be in line with the purpose of education itself when used in leaming. The use of
ICT is not a barrier to learning, but will give more benefits in learning.

The concept of Strategic Management
Strategic management is the art and knowledge in formulating, implementing, and

evaluating cross-functional decisions that enable an organization to achieve its goals (David,
201l). Strategic management focuses on the process of setting organization goals, developing
policies and planning to achieve goals, and allocating resources to implement policies and plan
the achievement of organizational goals. Strategic management combines the activities of
various functional parts ofa business to achieve organizational goals.

According Mulyadi (Mulyadi, 2001), Strategic managemenl is a process used by
managers and employees to formulate and implement strategies in providing the best costumer
value to realize the vision ofthe organization. Bambang Haryadi (Haryadi, 2003), a management
strategy is a process systematically designed by management to formulate a strategy, execute a
strategy and evaluate strategy in order to provide the best values for all customers to realize the
vision of the organization.

According to Thomas Wheelen et al (Wheelen,20l0), Strategic management is a series
of managerial decisions and activities that determine the success ofthe company in the long run.
The activities consist of strategy formulation / planning, implementation / implementation and
evaluation.

The concept of SWOT
SWOT is an acronym for strength (Strenghts), Weakness, Opportunities, and Threats

from the company's extemal environment. According to David (Fred R. David, 2008), All
organizations have strengths and weaknesses in the functional areas of business. No firm is as

strong or weak in all areas of the business. Intemal strengths / weaknesses, combined with
external opportunities / threats and clear mission statements, form the basis for goal setting and
strategy. Goals and strategies are set with the intention of harnessing internal strengths and
overcoming weaknesses. Then according to Jogiyanto (Jogiyanto, 2005), SWOT is used to assess
the strengths and weaknesses of the company's resources and external opportunities and the
challenges it faces.

RESEARCH METHOD
This research used descriptive quantitative survey method. Data analysis uses content

analysis. For the purpose this research uses primary data through observation with deep
interviews to respondents. The respondents in this study were entrepreneursh ip teachers from I I
schools in State Vocational High School in Bekasi City West Java, Indonesia. The respondents
was selected according to the criteria. The criteria are sex, age, level of education and length of
work.

This research approach is a survey method to identify the conditions state vocational
high schools in Bekasi City West Java, Indonesia using SWOT analysis that providing
information and feedback about teacher competence and ICT can be used by teachers in class.
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The instrument used to interview respondents is the development of teacher competency
indicators and ICT utilization.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Characteristics of Respondents

The characteristics of respondents will be described and grouped by sex, age, education
level and length ofwork. The profile of respondents is listed in the table below.

Table 1. Table of Res ndents Characteristics

i. Sex/Gender
In the above table it is explained that the female teacher is77.4 %. The basic personality

differences between women and men are generally individualistic, aggressive, impatient, more
assertive, more confident and more in control of the job while women tend to be less relational
and have a responsibility to take care of larger families than men. In this case Cruickshank,
Jenkins & Metcalf (2014) summarizes some research results on the influence of sex in the
leaming process, including:
l) Male Teachers , namely:

(a) The performance ofteachers is more dominant and authoritarian;
(b) Classes become more organized, organized and task-oriented and
(c) Overly apply aggressive punishment to boys.

2) Female Teachers, namely:
(a) The class situation is more'warm', nurturing and more tolerant of student misconduct;
(b) Students who are more gentle and much praised and
(c) Students tend to ask questions and dare to give wrong answers even if or because they
are intentional.

Several studies have also reported that students can be helped to learn when taught by
teachers of the same gender (Dee in Cruickshank, Jenkins & Metcalf, 2014). Although many
teachers who refuse to believe the difference between the sexes and equality is sex, but in
practice they may not be together in the learning process. Female teachers tend to pay more
attention to boys than girls, teachers are more tolerant of boys' mistakes, and vice versa. High
appreciation is given by the teacher to students ofopposite sex. But this condition is not absolute
in every place. About ICT, female teachers are less able to use ICT in learning activities.
ii . Age

No Characteristics Criteria
Male 22.60/o

I Sex
Female 77.4%
< 30 Years

2 Age ! 30 Years 7t.6%
Postgraduate

3
ofLevel

education Bachelor 74.2%
< I 5 Years 4t.9%4 Lengh of work
> I 5 Years 58.1%

28.4%

25.8%
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Age as a characteristic that can affect a person's professionalism in teaching. Based on
our study ofteacher competence in the perspective of ICT utilization , there is 71.6 7o ofteachers
who are over 30 years ofage. That is, they must develop their ability to use modern technology.
As Teddy (Teddy, 2008) says that "The age variable is also a very real control variable that
affects the relationship between independent variables (performance expectations, social
expectations and social influence) on the intention to use information technology".
iii . Level ofeducation

74.2 o/o of teachers in Bekasi City, West Java, Indonesia have an undergraduate
education background and their education background relates to their less computer abilities,
because the Indonesian Govemment Regulation concerns teachers that they must have a
bachelor's degree in education. With the regulation, gevomment wants to develop the world of
education with good teacher ability. As Robbins (Robbins, 2010) says, "Education is vital to
improving its capabilities, higher education teachers are able to work with higher levels of
diffi culty and responsiveness."
iv . Length of work

The working period affects teacher's detailed control, longer teaching time will give
more experience in teaching, from the table we know that more senior teachers whose teaching
period is over l5 years is 58.1 % . It means they have gained much experience in teaching. This
is related to Aldi's research (Aldi,2009). The results of this study proves two things, there is a
simultaneous effect between training and performance work period and there is a partial
influence of training and tenure on performance, Long working years are identical to old age.
which means their ability in ICT is also lacking.

Result and Discussion
Based on research data obtained, the following elaboration SWOT analysis results

obtained from research interviews with respondents.
SWOT Analysis

This SWOT analysis using EFAS and IFAS analysis is used for combine the internal
and extemal factors and also used to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the company's
resources and external opportunities and the challenges it faces. Schools have strengths and
weakresses in all areas. The instrument or statement used to interview respondents is the
development ofteacher competency indicators and ICT utilization.

From the SWOT analysis table below, researchers analyzed that the perceptions of
teacher assess the readiness of school in utilization of ICT and examine the constraints of
teachers in utilizing ICT in leaming can be seen from the SWOT analysis of school readiness on
strength and oppo(unity aspect and the constraints in utilizing ICT seen in the aspect of
weakness and threats using each criteria.

Table 2. SWOT Ana is Table
Scr Age LOE I,O\Y

\
SlYOT Statemcnt Selection )lale l'cma le []nder

30
Over

30

Postgr
aduate

tlachrl Under
l5

years

Over
t5

years

Total For
Each

Critcria

a. Yes 22.6% 7 7 .4yo 28.4% 71.6% 25.8% 1t.9% 58.1% t00%Schools
innovate ICT
in learning

b. No
0% lvo 0vo 00/o 0% 0% 0%

00/o
1

25.\voa. Yes 22.6% 29.1vo 71.60/" 14.zyo 4 | .gvo 58.1% 100%Schools
facilitate
computer labs

b. No
0% o% 0% ovo 0o/o 00/. 0v" 00/o

0%
2

Stren$h

or
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for specific
subiects
Schools
facilitate
computers or
laptops lor
teache$ to use
on learning
process

a. Yes 20.6% 56.8% t1 .2% 60.2vo 25.80h 5 t .6vo 49.90/o 71.40/o

b. No

20.6% I l.2vo I I .40/o lvo 22.6vo 14.4yo 8.20/"

1

Schools
facilitate LCD
Projectorc for
teachers to use
on leaming
process

a. Yes 20% 54.2% 2t.4vo 52.8% I t.2v" 63vo 33.5vo 40.10 7 4.20h

b. No

2.6% 23.2% 18.8% 14.6010 I L2vo 8.4% 1',7.4yo

25.80/"

5

Weakness

There are
obstacles thal
may adse in
teaching and
leaming
activities in
schools when
usiog ICT

a. Yes 22.6vo 70.90h 23.20/o 7 t).3% 22.50h 71% 39.9% 53.6% 93.50/o

b. No

0% 6.50/o l.t% 3.30h 3.20h 4.50

6.5%

6

Teachers do
not have the
ability to use

ICT

a. Yes 6.7% 76.9% t0.4% '7 0.)./,, t3.3vo 67.30 28j% 52.t% 80.6%,

b. No
15.9vo 0.5% r 80r, 1.40n, t2.5vo 6.90k 13j%

19.1%

7

Opportuni
ty

Schools
lacilitate the
improvement
ol tcacher
competencc in
utilizing ICT

20.3vo 41.20/o 25.30/o 39.20/o 42.\vo 3l.s% 33% 64.5%

b. No

2.3% 3i.2% 3.tvo 32.4% 4.1vo 3 t .4vo 10.4vo 25.tvo

8

Schools
require
teachers to
utilize ICT in
learning
pfocess

a. Yes 20.30h 53.9% \0.4vo 63.80/o 6.9o/o 67 .3vo 20.6vo 53.60/0 14.20/o

b. No

2.3% 23:% 7.8vo 18.9v" 6.9% 2t.3vo 4.5vo

25.80/o

9

School
support
teachers

improve
skills

lo
ICI

a. Yes 7 .10/o 57 1% 4.1% 60 ?oa t3.3vo 5l .2vo 33.5% 3t% 64.5vo

b. No

t5.5% 20% 24. tvo I t.4% t2.5vo 230k 8.4Vo 27.tvo

35.5%

l0

Teacher
competence to
use ICT has

been
developed

a. Yes 20.6yo 50.4% 21.80/" 49.20/. t8.2vo 52.8vo 33.5% 7 to/"

b. No

21% 6.60h 1 .60h 2t.Avo 8.4vo 20.6vo

29%

ll

Thrcats

The use of
ICT by
teachers is
still low

a. Yes 20.5vo 47.20/o 10.4% 51.3% t6.tvo 5l.6vo 34.10 33vo 61 .1vo

b. No

30.2vo 189i, 14.3% 9.70 22.60 7.20 25.tvo

32.3%

l2

There are
improvement
efforts that
must be done
to improve
teacher
competence in
the use oflCT

a. Yes 22.6vo 77.4vo 281% 11.60/" 25.8v. 41.90/o 5 8.1% t00%

b. No

0% 00/o lvo 0% lvo oo/" lvo

0"/o

5.20

6%

35.50h

t8%

w4

I
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Perceptions of teachers assess the readiness of schools in the utilization of ICT and
examine the constraints of teachers in utilizing ICT in learning can be seen from the SWOT
analysis of school readiness on strength and opportunity aspect is 78,2o/o teachers assess the
school is ready in applying ICT utilization in teaching and leaming activities in schools on
entrepreneurship subjects. In line with respondents opinion from interview, Mrs.Yarnita, she said
that learning Entrepreneursh ip in school. student have been able to use computer each one
student one computer.

Although less supported by a survey report from the NETR survey team, it also involved
educational leaders from the Paramadina Public Policy Institute, International EdTech together
with HP and stakeholders only 37 percent felt that the existing state schools were equipped with
technology tools which is quite capable (Tribun news: November 24, 2017).

While the constraints in utilizing ICT seen in the aspect of weakness and threats is 60.5%
of teachers see there are still constraints from the internal aspects of entrepreneurial teachers in
utilizing ICT in teaching and learning activities ofthese subjects. According to Mr. Agus opinion
from interview, one of respondents, he said that not all teachers can use and take advantage of
technology tools in school.

Whereas the government and other parties have fully supported to improve the
competence of teachers by providing ICT training facilities. This is evidenced by PT Telkom
Indonesia Tbk (Telkom) received an award from the Indonesian Teachers Association (PGRI)
for dedication in improving teacher competence in Indonesia through the Indonesia Digital
Learning (lDL) training program consistently implemented since 2014 (Tempo.co: Tuesday,
December 5,2017).

The researchers studied more about the criteria of respondents with teacher competence
through ICT utilization. [n accordance with the criteria of respondents, it can be seen their
responses to the weaknesses and challenges in the SWOT analysis table above:
a. That teachers do not have the ability to use ICT then female teachers as much as 7 6.9Yo

stated right, age above 30 years as many as 70.2%o agreed, level of education bachelor 67.3%
agreed and above l5 years as many as 52.loh agreed. So it can be concluded in general that
respondents with these criteria are the ones who should get further attention in the
development ofteacher competence through the utilization of ICT.

b. That the use of ICT by teachers is still low then the female teacher as much as 47,2%o agreed,
age above 30 years as many as 57 ,3o/o agreed, level of education bachelor as many as 5l ,6%o

agree and work period over 15 year counted 25 .lo/o agreed. So it can be concluded in
general that respondents with these criteria are the ones who should get further attention in
the development ofteacher competence through the utilization of ICT.

Stralegic Managemenl of Schools

Table 3. Table of Strat A roach Based on SWOT Anal ls
Strcngth

Schools innovate ICT in leaming

Schools facilitate computer labs lor
speciflc subjects

Schools facilitate computers or
laptops for teachers to use on learning
process

Schools facilitate LCD Proiectors lor

Weakness
There are obstacles that may arise
in teaching and learning activilies
in schools when using ICT
Teachers do not have the ability to
use ICT

Internal l-actors

ll\ternal Iactors
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teachers to use on learning process

Opportunity
Schools facilitate the
improvement of teacher
competence in utilizing ICT
Schools require teachers to
utilize ICT in leaming process

School support teachers to
improve ICT skills
Teachcr competence to use
ICT has been developed

SO Strategy
l'eachers are supporled by schools to
always innovate in teaching and
leaming activities

Schools facilitate teachers to
participat€ in ICT training as required
to use ICT and in the context of
human resource development

WO Strategy

Adding ICT infrastructurc

Require teachers to attend training
Requiring teachers 10 use ICT in
leaming activities

Threats
ICT use by teachers remains

There are improvement efforls
that musl be done to improve
teacher competence in the use
oflCT

ST Strategy
Requiring teachers to use ICT in
leaming activities
Require teachers to attend training

WT Strategy
Adding ICT infraslruclure

Tcachers are supported by schools
lo always innovate in tcaching and
learning activities
Students must see teaching
materials usinE IC'f (internet)

b. ST strategies (strengths and threats), this strategy is implemented where the strengths of
schools and teachers are used to address potential threats. Schools may require teachers to use
ICT in learning activities and require teachers to attend IcT-related training.
According to Syukur (2014) the low ability of teachers in using ICT in learning to be a

challenge that must be resolved so as to improve the quality of education. In line with the
opinion of Syukur, researcher advocated a strategy to provide ICT training to improve teacher
competence and improve the quality of learning. During this time the teacher has been
considered professional if it already has a professional certificate teacher which means the
teacher is already professional and competent.
But contrary to the results of research conducted Kumiawan (2011), which indicates that the
certification has not shows a significant increase in teacher professionalism, teacher attitudes
in carrying out the certification policy is seen to pursue only welfare, the quality ofteaching is

less attention. In order to develop profesionalism ofteachers on an ongoing basis, be aware of
professional teacher indicators.

Based on the information in the table factors above strategy, it can be described as
follows:
a. SO strategt (strength and opportunity), this strategy is conducted to exploit the power of

school and teachers to capture the opportunities they have. Teachers supported by schools to
always innovate in teaching and learning activities and schools should be able to facilitate
teachers to follow ICT training as required to use ICT and in the context of human resource
development.
According to Eddy (2013), leaming with technology has become essential in today's schools.
Worldwide, governments, education systems, researchers, school leaders, teachers and parents
consider technology to be a critical part of a child's education. In Australia, it is
acknowledged that advances in technology have an influence on the way people create, share,
use and develop information in society, and that young people need to be highly skilled in
their use of information and communications technologies (lCT).
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One indicator in the pedagogic competence and professional competence respectively namely:
1) teachers use teaching aids, and / or audio-visual (including ICT) for increase leaming
motivation learners in achieving learning objectives; 2) teachers can utilize ICT in
communicating and implementation of PKB (Development of Sustainable Profession)
(Kemendiknas, 2010). In this study, the indicators chosen as the basis of teacher
professionalism are ICT mastery, in which Teachers are expected to be able to produce future
Indonesian individuals who have strong character basics, life skills, and basic mastery of
science and technology (Joni, 2006).

d. IIT strategt (weakness and threats), this strategy is applied when the school must be able to
overcome the weaknesses that have to avoid the threat of business to be faced. Adding ICT
infrastructure facilities, teachers supported schools to always innovate in teaching and leaming
activities and students are accustomed to seek teaching materials using ICT (intemet).
The strategy suggested by researchers to overcome the existing weaknesses and threats besides

the addition of ICT-related facilities and infrastructure by the school, the researchers proposed

strategies for teachers to require students to search for teaching materials via the internet, this
is in line with Savittree, et al. (2008) students can search for teaching materials easily if using
ICT.

c. ,yO strategt (weakness and opportunity), this strategy is applied when there are opportunities
that schools and teachers have to address business threats. Adding ICT infrastructure facilities,
Requiring teachers to attend training and Requiring teachers to use ICT in learning activities.
This is supported by Law No. l4l2005 on Teachers and Lecturers has been decided that
"every teacher should be able to utilize information and communication technology for the
benefit of organizing educational development activities". Teachers need to be supported by
ICT facilities from schools because teachers do not necessarily have computer equipment or
laptops.
ln line with the results of research of Syukur (2014), Primary School Teachers and High
School Teachers are on average over 45 years old. Teachers ofJunior High School and Senior
or Vocational High School average between 30 years old up to 45 years. All teachers in each
school admitted the majority have laptops. Only a small part that does not have laptop, which
is 13.92% of the total.
Teachers also need to attend training or computer courses because there are still many who are
not proficient to use the computer so ICT can not be applied completely in school. Whereas
ICT also supports the improvement of professional teacher competence. In line with the
results of the study of Syukur (2014) that Teachers at all levels of school, 66.99% stated that
they never take a computer course, while the rest claimed to have attended a computer course.
This is due to the lack of awareness for teachers to continue to learn to improve their
professionalism.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Conclusions
a. From the SWOT analysis, the effect the utilization of ICT to competence of teachers above

can be concluded that the actual condition in schools are in good conditions for ICT learning

facilities and learning, but constraints faced is still a small number of entrepreneurship

teachers who master and apply ICT in learning.
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b. 78.2 % of teachers assessed that schools already have readiness in the utilization of ICT and
60.5% of teachers assessed that there are still ends in utilizing ICT such as infrastructure
provided in schools, internet and electricity, there are still teachers who are less able to use
ICT such as teachers who are old.

c. Researchers suggest strategy approach for schools, there are SO Strategy that is supported by
schools to always innovate in teaching and learning activities and schools should be able to
facilitate teachers to follow ICT training as required to use ICT and in order development of
human resources, ST Strategy ie schools can require teachers to use ICT in learning activities
and require teachers to attend ICT-related training, WO Strategy ie Enhance [CT
infrastructure, require teachers to participate in training and oblige teachers to use ICT in
learning activities and WT strategy that is to increase ICT infrastructure and teachers

supported by schools to always innovate in teaching and learning activities.
d. Based on the respondents criterion, then ICT training is aimed at entrepreneurship teacher of

undergraduate educated female over the age of30 years with working period above l5 years.

Suggestions
From the conclusion above, the researcher want to give suggestions for improvement

teacher's competence through ICT utilization according to strategy from SWOT analysis which
done, that are:
a. Schools facilitate teachers to participate in ICT training because teachers are required to use

ICT and in the context ofhuman resource development.
b. The use of ICT must be implemented in the learning process by both teachers and students.
c. Schools enhance ICT infrastructure and facilities for the benefit of improving the quality of

learning and also the quality of teachers.
d. Teachers supported by schools to always innovate in teaching and learning activities.
e. Based on the respondents criterion, then ICT training is aimed at entrepreneurship teacher of

undergraduate educated female over the age of 30 years with working period above I 5 years.
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